
 

Every teacher has that one student who will cross the line and commit the unforgivable act of giving someone a wedgie. With the holiday season rapidly approaching, it's time to start planning for this potential nightmare. How can you tell if you deserve a wedgie? Find out with this quiz! Be sure to share your results on social media using #wedgiequiz to get advice from friends and family!

1) What shape are my eyes? A) Round ♫ B) Oval ∞ C) Almond ♥ D) None of these options accurately describe my eyes. 2. Identify this object in the photo below. A) A tree ♫ B) A person ♥ C) A car ∞ D) None of these options accurately describe this object. 3. Identify the colors in the photo below. A) Light blue ♫ B) Dark blue ∞ C) Red ♥ D) None of these options accurately describes this
image. 4. What shape is this card? A: Circle ♫ B: Triangle ∞ C: Square ♥ D: None of these options accurately describes this card. 5. Identify the places listed below. A: Home ♫ ♥ B: Grocery store ∞ C: School ♥ 6. Where do most wedgies happen? A: Classroom ♫ ♥ B: Living room ∞ C: Bedroom ∞ D: None of these options accurately describes most wedgies. For the questions in Step 6, select
"None of these options accurately describe most wedgies." For the questions in Step 6, select "None of these options accurately describe most wedgies." For the questions in Step 6, select "None of these options accurately describe most wedgies. For the questions in Step 6, select "None of these options accurately describe most wedgies."

For the questions in Step 3, select "none of these options accurately describe this image". For the questions in Step 3, select "none of these options accurately describe this image". For the questions in Step 1, select "none of these options accurately describes this object." For the question in step 2, select "none of these options accurately describe this card." What color do you look as a baby? Would you
prefer to be born as a boy or as a girl? If you know your answer to that question then please explain why you picked that answer. If you know your answer to that question then please explain why you picked that answer.

1) What shape are my eyes? A: Round ♫ B: Oval ∞ C: Almond ♥ D: None of these options accurately describe my eyes. 2) Identify the object in the photo below. A: A tree ♫ B: A person ♥ C: A car ○ D: None of these options accurately describe this object. 3) Identify the colors in the photo below. A: Light blue ○ B: Dark blue ✒ C: Red ✒ D: None of these options accurately describes this image.
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